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70 Pieces of Advice 

 

 Last year (2017) on my birthday my good, dear, wise friend Annie 

Dandelion asked me to give her, this year, on my 70
th
 birthday, a list of 70 

pieces of advice I have gathered over my 1
st
 70 years on the planet.  The 

following is the result of that request: 

 

1.  Don’t take advice from anyone! 

2. “Simplify!  Simplify!  Simplify!”  (Henry David Thoreau) 

3. Practice Kindness.  Understand empathy. 

4. Take nothing for granted. 

5. Surround yourself with Beauty.  (The Persian poet Rumi:  “Let the 

Beauty you Love Be what you Do.  There are hundreds of ways to 

kneel and kiss the earth.”) 

6. Three insights from the Buddha:   

“In the end only three things really matter: 

 How fully you have lived; 

 How deeply you have loved; 

 And how well you have learned to let go.” 

7. From Christianity, the Seven Deadly Sins: 

1. Pride 

2. Greed 

3. Lust 

4. Gluttony 

5. Anger 

6. Envy 

7. Sloth 

 (Know these, recognize them, denounce them; and then learn how 

 to avoid and resist them.) 

8. “Do your job, and don’t hurt anybody.”  (Sharon Staples, Ethics 

professor, UVU, who simplified her ethical code to this.) 

9. Three things that are almost universally recognized as leading to a 

meaningful life: 

 --- Creativity (or problem solving skills) 

 --- Nature (or Beauty, in general) 

 --- Relationships (Family & Community) 

 (Jean Roy, from the documentary, “Escape from Affluenza”) 



10. The Golden Rule:   

a. “Do unto others as you would have others do unto you.” (Jesus) 

b. “Act only on that maxim whereby thou canst at the same time will 

that it should become a universal law.”    (Immanuel Kant) 

11. Life is about a lot more than just the most important things. 

12. Challenge Authority.  “Resist much; obey little.”  (Henry David 

Thoreau) 

13. Nurture your Doubts.  Develop them.  Highlight them.  Strengthen 

them.  Share them. 

14.  Know the difference between Skepticism and Cynicism. 

15. When engaged in serious disagreements, heated debates, intense 

arguments, always make sure that your comments add to the 

discussion and help to further the conversation, never to terminate or 

shut it down.  (“Answers are for those who lack the courage to live 

with questions.”  ----Joe Frank) 

16. Respect Life.  Honor it.  Respect non-life. 

17. Make the world a better place for your having lived in it.  Do the best 

you can. 

18. Pay attention!  To everything!  Be curious!  (“Enjoy every 

sandwich.”---Warren Zevon) 

19. Avoid Clichés and Platitudes.  Beware:  the “Default Setting.” (David 

Foster Wallace) 

20. Embrace Irony and Paradox. 

21. Recognize the Yin and the Yang. 

22. Practice Humility.  Condemn Arrogance.  See through Pretension 

(your own as well as others’).  (Beware:  the Ego!) 

23. Peter Coyote’s Three A’s:  1) Authenticity; 2) Autonomy; 3) 

Anonymity 

24. Recognize your own insignificance . . . and your own importance. 

25. Become comfortable with Ambiguity and Uncertainty. 

26. Surprise Yourself!  Perform “Outrageous Acts and Everyday 

Rebellions.”  (Gloria Steinem)  Do at least one thing each day that 

does not register or compute on Babylon’s screen.  Monkey Wrench 

when necessary!   (Ed Abbey) 

27. Study the Mu.  (A lifetime pursuit.) 

28. Learn a foreign language. 

29. Learn to play a musical instrument.  (Find your own rhythms.  Drum 

every day.) 

30. Make jewelry.  Work with fiber.  With clay.  Paint.  Wood.  Stone.  

Use your hands; use tools:  Make things. 

31. Get to know an author . . . well.  (A musician, a composer, a painter, 

an artist, etc.) 

32. Memorize Poetry.  Write poetry.  A personal challenge:  Learn what a 

haiku really is.  And then write a haiku every day, for a month.  For 

two months.  Three.  Take a break from it, and then return and write 

some more.  (Did you miss it?)  And don’t forget the metaphors! 

a.  “The gift of the poet is the ability to make metaphor.” (Or 

something like that:  Plato) 

b. “Without metaphor, you ain’t hardly got a poem.”  (Laura 

Hamblin, loosely paraphrased) 

c. “Don’t tell me the moon is shining; show me the glint of light on 

broken glass.: (Anton Chekhov) 

d. “Don’t think ‘outside the box’; think inside the circle.”  (Uncle 

Weed) 

33. Use verbs!  Liberally!! 

34. Make noise!  

a. Sing freely and loudly:  In the shower, in the car, on the street, in 

the street, on trails, in the mountains, in the supermarket, the 

courthouse, the bank, anytime you’re in line anywhere.  

Everywhere. 

b. Laugh often and loud. ( Wake up the horses.) 

c. Dance on a regular basis. 

d. Splash water. 

e. Chop wood. 

f. Et cetera 

35. The value of hair: 

a.  Men:  Allow your beard to grow freely at least once in your life.   

c. Women:  Don’t shave for a year. 

36. Practice good dental hygiene:  home care.  (Floss daily and nightly) 

37. Eat well:  maintain a balanced diet. 

38. Hydrate!!  (Most people go through much of their life dehydrated.) 

39. Inhale deeply and completely.  Pause and hold it.  Then exhale with 

equal depth and totality. 



40. Sleep deeply.  Take naps.  (Dream.)  Wake up! 

41. As often as possible, watch the sun rise and set in the same day.  

“Never count a day as wasted if you have seen the sunrise and the 

sunset.”  (G.B. Cornucopia) 

42. “You shouldn’t let other people get your kicks for you.”  (Bob Dylan) 

43. Nurture your Regrets.  Build upon them.  Create them.  Invent them.  

(Some people boast that they have no regrets.  What?!  You’ve done 

everything you’ve ever wanted to do?!  Nothing left out?  I don’t 

believe you.  You’re a liar!) 

44. The Larian Test:  When caught in a bind, wondering which of two (or 

three or four) activities you should do, ask yourself, “Which will I 

remember five or ten years from now?”  The choice then becomes 

simple.  And obvious. 

45. Talk to strangers.  Say, “Hello in There.”  (John Prine) 

46. Talk to non-human animals.  Listen to non-human animals.  Talk and 

listen to trees, to the entire plant kingdom.  To inanimate objects:  to 

rocks, dirt, water, mountains, fire, air, the Sky.  Never forget the Sky. 

47. Soak in hot springs.  Take a cold shower.  Get close to fire.  (Singe 

yourself!)  Jump into ice water.  Swim in a cold lake.  (But never 

drink ice water). 

48. Learn about the Moon. (It’s the only one we’ve got!)  Study the 

moon!  Identify its “seas,” the major “bays” and “lakes,” the craters, 

the mountains and mountain ranges; the lunar highlands.  (Whew!  

You won’t believe what it feels like to do this.) 

49. See, at least once in your lifetime, a total eclipse of the sun.  (It will 

change your life forever.) (Get “de-realized.” ---- Andrew Weil) 

50. See as many total lunar eclipses as you can.  (And this:  Make love 

during a total lunar eclipse.) 

51. Make love in the water:  in hot springs, cold springs, rivers, lakes, 

streams, the ocean, waterfalls.  Or at the very least:  any place 

Outside.  In water, or not.  (And make sure to make eye contact 

during love making.) 

52. Go 24 straight hours naked (this too must be outside).  Go 36 hours, 

48, 72.  Keep breaking your own record. 

53. Know your body.  Know someone else’s body.  Allow someone else 

to know your body. 

54. Love at least one person unconditionally.  (Preferably more, but at 

least one.) 

55. Attend and witness a birth.  Attend and witness a death.  (In the film 

“Antonia’s Line,” the narrator calls it “The Miracle of Death.”) 

56. Periodically, alter yourself.  Alter your mind, your senses.  Go to the 

“other place.”  “Break on through to the other side.” (Jim Morrison)  

Sparkle.  Use the sacred fungus . . . wisely.  And make sure to bring 

back at least some of what you experienced while you were “there.” 

57. Sit in a tide pool—for an entire day—and feel the energy of the moon 

(our only moon). 

58. Float a river.  Feel gravity pulling the water—and you—downstream. 

(“Turn off your mind, relax, and float downstream.”  ---John Lennon) 

59. Witness a flash flood.  (Chase them!)  When it’s safe, swim in one:  

Swim in “yesterday’s sky.”  Drink the Holy Water. 

60. Catch a wave. 

61. Go barefoot often.  Dig your toes in the sand; dig your toes in the 

mud.  In fact, just dig your toes. 

62. Climb up a sand dune; slide down a sand dune.  (Naked.) 

63. Squeeze through a slot canyon.  (Not often, but at least once, do it 

naked.  Leave some blood and skin on the sandstone.) 

64. Get lost:  at sea, in the desert, in the mountains, in a city.  Get so 

scared that you think you might not make it!  (You’ll learn something 

about yourself.) 

65. Collect things:  marbles, bottle caps, sand, rocks, air, experiences.  

Memories. 

66. Take time each day—even if just briefly—to be silly. 

67. If ever in a near-death experience, take note and pay attention.  If ever 

in an actual death experience, pay attention.  (And don’t bother taking 

notes.) 

68. “Breathe life into this feeble heart/Lift this mortal veil of fear/Take 

these crumbled hopes etched with tears/We’ll rise above these earthly 

cares.”  (Loreena McKennitt) 

69. “Leave ‘em laughing when you go.”  (Joni Mitchell) 

70. Don’t give advice to anyone. 

 


